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Don’t mess it up.
There…that was easy.

Class dismissed.

Seriously, there are a few things that each of us should do so our projects 
are well built and blemish free every time.

We are going to break this down into a few categories:
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Plumb crazy – or on the straight and narrow 

Want to know why your building rocks back and forth on your work bench?  It 
isn’t square.  If the walls aren’t square the building won’t sit level.  There are 
several things you can do to keep them plumb.

You can go with all kinds of various tools and jigs.  Micro-Mark sells a metal 
pan with magnets to hold your pieces together.  These are really hand and you 
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pan with magnets to hold your pieces together.  These are really hand and you 
can order extra magnets for them as well.  I have a pair of them and use them 
a lot.  

Another cool tool is the corner clamps from Coffman Graphics.  These come in 
several different sizes for all scales.

Believe it or not, a cheap source may already be in your house.  Lego’s are 
square!  While not an option for solvant based glues they are handy for wood 
projects where you are using white or wood glues (or craft glues like Aleene’s 
Tacky Glue).



Plumb crazy – or on the straight and narrow 

Blobs and gaps.  The Blob…cheesy horror movie and enemy of all good models.  

Glue marks are the easiest thing to correct but a lot of modeler’s overlook them.  
There are a few different ways to get ride of them.  You use your finger and wipe it 
off, you can do the same thing with a damp paint brush (rinsing it thoroughly 
afterwards) or a damp cloth.  Just remember that when you use your finger you 
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afterwards) or a damp cloth.  Just remember that when you use your finger you 
will leave some behind.  This will seal the wood fibers and they will no longer take 
stain the same as the surrounding wood.  In some cases it’s best to just let it dry 
and trim it off with a knife. 

If you find that you have a shiny spot thanks to a glue mark a little Dull Coat will 
hide it.

Gaps in your corners?  For this you don’t have to call the foundation guys.  Just 
ensure your pieces are together and clamp them in place while the glue dries.  



Plumb crazy – or on the straight and narrow 

Aggggggghhhhhhh….It’s the BLOB!!!!!!!
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Looks like a good place for a pipe to go!



You want to ensure that all of your cuts are straight.  Using a good straight edge 
will help you here.  Clamp it down if necessary to make 100% sure that your cut is 
straight.

When cutting openings for doors and windows there is a little trick to keep in mind 

Plumb crazy – or on the straight and narrow 
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When cutting openings for doors and windows there is a little trick to keep in mind 
when you are working with wood.  Drill a small hole in each corner of the opening 
(inside the waste area).  Then cut from one hole to the next.  Wood will sometime 
split as you are cutting it.  The hole gives the split a place to stop.  It’s also good 
for giving your knife a place to stop.

There are also a few things you will want to do while you are building the model.  
Some painting and weathering, for example, are good to do while the building is 
still “In the flat”.  Another good one is distressing styrene to give it wood grain.  
This is much easier to do before you glue the parts up. 



For windows, Microscope slip covers work great. The slip covers are real 
glass and give a flawless reflection unlike plastic or styrene. Use Future floor 
polish to glue them in place. It dries perfectly clear and is self leveling.

Be sure to follow your plans for photographs to keep it right.  Be prepared to Remember…

Plumb crazy – or on the straight and narrow 
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Be sure to follow your plans for photographs to keep it right.  Be prepared to 
answer the odd question, and they will come up, as why it’s built with a 
crocked door (or some other little odd feature). 

Remember…

Sound construction principles are the 

first step in making a great model.



The Devil is in the details.  Ain’t it the truth?  What makes a so-so model a great one 
can be just adding a few detail parts here and there.  All those extra details bring a 
model to life. 

The Devil is in the details.
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Start at the top.  Pay more attention to roof details.  We spend more time looking down 
onto our models than anything.  While I’m not saying that you shouldn’t add all those 
little details like gas or electric meters, window air conditioners, signs, drain pipes and 
such I am saying that more detail should be placed on adding more on the roof tops.  
This goes for rolling stock as well as structures.  You can spend an untold number of 
hours building an interior that most of it will never be seen again but the roof will be.

One big one that most modelers miss is plumbing vents.  The little pipe that sticks up 
on the roof of your house is the plumbing vent.  Any structure with running water HAS to 
have one of these or the water will NOT drain.



One ODD Rule.  

The human brain is an amazing thing.  It does a lot of little things to 
compensate for what we really see.  And how does this apply to modeling you 
ask?  It’s easy.  If you put your detail parts down in even numbers your brain 

The Devil is in the details.
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ask?  It’s easy.  If you put your detail parts down in even numbers your brain 
will see that and it will look off.  It’s strange but it looks too perfect.  Symmetry 
in your models can be a bad thing.  People, trees, automobiles, crates, 
barrels…all of it should be put down in odd numbers.  Add one and it looks 
wrong but take it back out and all is well again.  Odd…but true.



Dull coat your people.  People are NOT shiny unless wet.

Another place to remember to add details is just along the right of way.  Air-
hoses, ties plates, and stacks of ties are great little details to add.

The Devil is in the details.
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Don’t forget the rolling stock.  Places to look to add or improve details would 
be to cut off the molded on grabs and such and replace with wire.  Upgrade 
the brake wheel or roof walks.  Brake details under the car are another that 
most kits overlook.  They figure you aren’t looking under there most of the 
time so they don’t spend much time designing the parts under there either.  
These can be purchased or made from scratch to add that extra touch.



The Devil is in the details.
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As before, be sure to study your photos to see what kinds of details are on the 
subject you are modeling.  Automobiles and people make a scene come to 
life.  They really help to tell the story but it’s important to keep it in context.  
Don’t just stick something on there because you think it looks cool.  Looks to 
see if it really was done that way.Remember…

The Devil is in the details.
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see if it really was done that way.Remember…

It’s the little things and that attention to 

Detail that really makes a great model.



They do if they want to build a good model.  Photos and/or drawings 
are essential to the start of your model.  You can’t engineer as you go 
and always come out with good results.

Pay attention to real construction practices.  Many good-looking model 

Real men never ask for directions.
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Pay attention to real construction practices.  Many good-looking model 
buildings (like FSM) would never be built like that in real life.  

A little research can help to identify small changes to the structure over 
the years as well.  It can help answer all those little questions we talked 
about earlier as to why this door is a little crocked for example.

I freelance most of my models but I still study prototypes to ensure that 
I’m building my models like they did the real thing.



Another little pet peeve for me is the over use of Nail Holes.  On a building that 
hasn’t seen paint for YEARS might have nail heads showing and thus oxidized 
and rusted (which is what our holes represents).  Keep in mind that a hole in 
your wall, when measured for scale would make that nail head about the size of 
trash can lid!  Try this…nail a 16 penny nail into a board, walk 87 feet away and 
tell me if you can see it.  I bet you can’t…especially if there is paint on it.  That 

Remember…

Real men never ask for directions.
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tell me if you can see it.  I bet you can’t…especially if there is paint on it.  That 
means we shouldn’t see it from 1 foot away on your model (in HO)  There are a 
few times when it’s a visible effect but it should NOT be used all over the place 
on everything.  

Just simply model what you see…not what you THINK you see.

Remember…

Careful planning is where any good 

project begins.



Once you’ve gathered your pictures and plans, carefully built and 
added all those little details it’s time for paint.  As we talked about it, 
some of this should be done before and during construction.  This is 
mostly with wooden models to allow you to flatten the wood back out 

Paint by Numbers or The Photo Finish.
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mostly with wooden models to allow you to flatten the wood back out 
again.  Another thing to keep in mind with wood models is to keep all 
paints and weathering as dry as possible.  Airbrush the color on 
instead of brush painting.  Use stains while still in the flat so you can 
weight it down to help it dry flat. 

As useful technique is to dry brush on the paint.  This is where you get 
just the tip of the brush in the paint, wipe most of it off and then apply 
the almost dry brush to the model.  This leaves a then, streaked finish 
that looks like old and peeling paint.  



There are almost as many different ways to weather a model as there 
are to build it…maybe more.  Pastel Caulks have been popular for 
many years and are a good weathering medium.  They have a 
drawback in that you have to seal them with Dull Coat or they can be 

Paint by Numbers or The Photo Finish.
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drawback in that you have to seal them with Dull Coat or they can be 
rubbed off with any handling.  The problem here is that most of it 
disappears when you do this.  

A wonderful solution to this problem has come along with Bragdon or 
Doc O’Brian’s Weathering Powders.  These are like the ground up 
pastels but stick much better.  In fact, it’s very hard to get them back off 
again.  The harder you rub them the better they stay.  While not 
available in as many colors they are a great tool to have in your box.



One thing that should be used on EVERYTHING between the fascia 
and the back drop is a stain of black India Ink and Rubbing Alcohol.  
This creates shadows and will help all those little details pop out.

Paint by Numbers or The Photo Finish.
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This creates shadows and will help all those little details pop out.

Paints can be just about anything.  Floquil, Testors, and Star are 
popular names in our hobby.  Don’t overlook a good source of paint 
that is readily available at your local craft stores.  Tag along the next 
time the wife is wanting some scrap booking material and check out 
the acrylic paint selection.  There are hundreds of colors, they are 
cheap and they last forever.  Watch Hobby Lobby’s website for a 40% 
off coupon for these.  They are also on sale on ‘Mom-friendly’ holidays 
as well.  They are great for paints for figures and detail parts.



One of the first steps in weathering is one that many modelers miss.  If you look 
at most weathered rolling stock you will see some really nice, dirty car sides but 
the lettering under all that dirty is crisp and looks pretty new.  When you look at 
the stuff rolling by in real life you will see that the paint job on the car is fading in 
the sun.  The lettering is also fading into the base color of the car.  To simulate 

Paint by Numbers or The Photo Finish.
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the sun.  The lettering is also fading into the base color of the car.  To simulate 
this, mix up a wash of color as close to the base color of the car as possible.  
Airbrush this on and prepare to be amazed at what a wonderful effect that alone 
is. It will give your car more age than anything else.  Just be careful around the 
car numbers if you operate your railroad.

Another option for weathering is Prismacolor colored pencils.  They come in 
every color of the rainbow and give you wonderful control on where that color is 
going.  The pencils can be sharp to get into all those little tight spots or you can 
lay it over and cover larger areas with the side of the lead.



Again, following plans and studying the prototype can pay off when painting and 
lettering your models.  For example, do you paint the roof walks on your box 
cars?  You shouldn’t.  A little moisture on a painted surface is slick.  Car shops 
would paint the sides but the tops they left unpainted as the original surface 
wore away.

Paint by Numbers or The Photo Finish.
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wore away.

Stripes, numbers and lettering moved around over the years on most prototypes 
and they should on your models as well.  Careful study of the subject is a must.

It’s all about context.  Why is it dirty there?  Or would it be dirty with this right 
there?  Study photos or the real thing and see what that tells you.  For example, 
a wooden front porch may have a scrape where the screen door drags.  The 
wooden planks will rot faster on the ends than in the middle since the end grain 
soaks up water faster.



The following model was entirely weathered with colored pencils, Ink 
stain, and Bragdon Weathering Powders.  

Paint by Numbers or The Photo Finish.
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Remember our Motto…

“If it ain’t dirty, it ain’t Done”



Got An Itch Your Hobby Shop Can’t Scratch?

What happens when you want some little something and nobody 
makes it?  You have but one choice and that is to make it yourself.  
It’s also fun to do even if there is a kit available.  You can customize 
the model easier when you make if from scratch as well.  Building a 
few of your own parts isn’t hard and anybody can do it.  If you can 
glue 4 walls together and build a building, you can make a couple of 
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glue 4 walls together and build a building, you can make a couple of 
your own parts.  

I was building a model for a friend of mine’s S/Sn3 layout.  There 
aren’t a lot of S scale parts hanging around most hobby shops.  
Especially wood working equipment for a car shop.  So I built these 
in styrene.



We model a freelance, narrow gauge railroad.  Up until recently we 
had to scratchbuild many of the things we needed because they 
simply were not available.  In fact, when you talk with almost any 
narrow gauge modeler they will tell you that they are big scratch 
builders.  Part of it is necessity and it’s also part of what brought 

Got An Itch Your Hobby Shop Can’t Scratch?
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builders.  Part of it is necessity and it’s also part of what brought 
them into that side of the hobby in the first place.  They just like 
doing it.

If I have my choice between a kit or building it from scratch I will 
almost always scratchbuild it.  It’s cheaper and I can build it exactly 
like I want it.  Some kits, like laser cut kits with slot and tab 
construction, are hard to kit bash (customize) since they are 
designed to go together one way only.



Again, study pictures of the real thing and what kinds of materials 
are available.  Being able to make your own parts and modifying kits 
will set your layout apart from the rest since your buildings and cars 
won’t be the same ones that everybody else has.  

Remember…

Think of it like eating dinner…which is 

better, eating out or a home made meal 

Got An Itch Your Hobby Shop Can’t Scratch?
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Think of it like dinner…which is better, eating out or a home made 
meal made from scratch?  Made from scratch is better for you and 
you know the cook’s hands were clean when they started it.

better, eating out or a home made meal 

that was made from scratch?  Made from 

scratch is better for you and you know the 

cook’s hands were clean when they 

started!



So what does all this mean to me?

While we have poked a lot of fun at this these really are the 5 areas that can 
make or break a good model.  If you learn to look at a project with these 5 things 
in mind you will end up with a model that is sure to please.  

Now that you have done all of this work here’s another thing to keep in mind.
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These are also the 5 areas where a model is judged for the Achievement 
Program.  These are the things that MMR’s have learned in building their models 
and that’s why they are MMR’s today.  Working with these areas in mind will 
make you a better modeler and it’s what the Achievement Program is all about.  
While it’s not for everyone it WILL make you a better modeler.  Judging can be 
done in the comfort of your own home and does NOT have to be done in a 
contest.  In fact, if you have an operating railroad you may be well on your way 
already and don’t know it.  Talk with your local, Regional or National AP person 
with any questions. 
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